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PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
• 
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Introduction 
----- .... ------~ 
The Era : 1750-1S20 
The period from 1750 to 1820 includes years of great 
significance in the development of keyboard technique. It 
includes the years when the clavichord and harpsichord were 
at their height; and the years of transition, when the 
pianoforte gradually dethroned the clavichord for a position 
of greater importance. During these same years, many valuable 
treatises and essays were written on instrumental technique. 
Several of these works will be reviewed in this research. 
During these same years, various stylistic changes took 
place. The years around 1735 marked the culmination of the 
Baroque, which was an era of "ecstasy, exuberance, of dynamic 
tensions and of sweeping gestives. 11 (Harvard Dictionary, p.77). 
The Rococo Period, a designation for the eighteenth century 
outgrowth of the Baroque, is said to extend from 1725 to 1775. 
This period is characterized by an abundance of merely decorative 
scroll and shell work, and by a general tendency towards elegance 
and frivolity. Elements such as these are said to be still 
present in the works of C.P.E. Bach, Haydn and Mozart. About 
the middle of the eighteenth century, a reaction against this 
light, frivolous style of the Rococo developed. This movement, 
"Enmfindsamkeittt, also known as 11Storm and Stress", was more 
emotional, subjective and heart-felt. An important school of 
the mid-eighteenth century, connected with the orchestra of 
Prince Karl Theodor and Johann Stamitz, is the Ma.nnheim School. 
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This school baa been characterized by a novel style of a 
more vigorous nature. Already in the 1790's, Romantic elements 
become noticeable, but Romanticism in its prime occurs only 
about 1815. 
But the period that is most significant for the development 
of keyboard technique is the Classical Period (c.l770-c.l795). 
Apel says that the Classical period gives the impression 
of great stability, repose, clarity, balance, self-reliance, 
objectiveness, traditionalism. (Harvard Dictionary, p. 155). 
n These elements influenced and ecouraged a faster and a more 
thorough development of the keyboard instrument and its technique. 
It undoubtedly demanded great stability, good balance and an 
objective mind to perfect the pianoforte produced during this 
era. 
The term "classical" is used in at least two important 
senses. These should be carefully distinguished: 
a) it is applied to the literature of ancient Greece 
and Rome; 
b) it is used, as it is here, of the late eighteenth 
century because the composers of this period wrote 
according to a set of fixed rules and critical theories. 
Apel (Harvard Dictionary) distinguishes further according 
to the numerous classic periods in music history. But it is 
unnecessary to go into this detail here. In all the arts, form 
was regarded as more significant than content; the way something 
was said was more important than the thing itself. The 
classicists disliked anything that was irregular. They believed 
it more important to follow the rules t~n to try to be an 
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11 original genius". In their opinion, the vtorld is at its best 
when nature, both animate and inanimate, is Umethodized"; that 
is, arranged, and governed by laws and restrictions. Influenced 
by this love of whatever is orderly and normal, the classicists 
admired the average cultivated man of drawing-room society 
rather than the simple, unlearned peasant. They preferred the 
carefully trimmed hedges of a formal Italian garden to the 
tangled woods and wandering lanes of the country-side; and they 
thought the balanced architecture of a Greek Temple superior to 
the irregular construction of a Gothic cathedral. This attitude 
toward man and nature is one of the marked characteristics of the 
classical point of view as opposed to the romantic. 
J .J. Quantz has written an essay entitled "Versuch einer 
Anweisung die Floete Traversiere zu spielen. 11 This book, 
published in 1752, does not confine itself to flute playing, 
but discusses questions of general importance for the musical 
practice and musical aesthetics of this period. His words on 
the characteristics of the three outstanding countries of his 
time - Germany, France and Italy - are really suitable here. 
He draws interesting parallels between the divergent tastes of 
tlie one and the other. He says that 11 the Italians, in composition, 
are broadminded, magnificent, livelyr:t expressive, profound, lo.fty 
in their way o.f thinking, somewhat bizarre, free, forward, 
audacious, extravagant, occasionally careless in their meters; 
at the same time, they are also singing, delicate, moving and 
rich in invention. They write more for the connoisseur than for 
the amate'UJ;'!" 
liThe French, in composition, are lively, expressive, natural, 
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pleasing and intelligible to the public, and more correct in 
their meter than the Italians; they are neither profound nor 
bold, but on the contrary very narrow-minded, servile, altvays 
the same, commonplace in their way of thinking, dry in invention; 
they continua~ warm over the ideas of their predecessors and 
I * write more for the amateur than for the connoisseur. 11 
other characteristics expressed by Quantz follow: He says 
'r 
that the Italian way of playing is arbitrary, extravagant, 
artificial, obscure, audacious, and bizarre; 11 while the French 
way is ttaervile but modest, clear, neat and pure in its delivery, 
easy to imitate, neither profound nor obscure, but intelligible 
to every man and suited to the ama.teur. 11 
"In a word, the Italian music is arbitrary and the French 
** narrow-minded; -" 
Of course, these remarks are quite subjective, but they 
represent one important man's ideas of two of the outstanding 
nationalities during the mid-eighteenth century. It should be 
remarked that this ess~y of Quantz holds a unique place in 
establishing further background, not only on flute execution, 
but also on the general musical aesthetics of that time. 
The French had little to do with the development of the 
keyboard instruments and keyboard technique during this particular 
era. Generally speaking, the instrument developed in England, 
while the technique developed mostly in Ger~. 
These general characteristics are not the only traits which 
can be associated with the men of this era. Carl Philipp Emanuel 
Bach is really quite an important figure during this time. He 
died during the rise of true classicism in 1777; yet he is 
nStrunk, O.: ttSource Readings in Music Historytt. N.Y. 1950, p.59.3. 
** Ibid• 
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considered a romanticist by many reputable scholars. So it is 
difficult to establish any set tendencies, especially during 
this time, in music history. Nevertheless, the general 
characteristics mentioned under classicism are traits which 
tend to be more common during this period than any other 
epoch in musical development. 
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PART II 
THE INSTRUMENTS 
----------........--..... ........ -----
The reason for this section is to provide further 
background on the existing keyboard instruments at the 
time of the great classic masters. It is the intention 
to show: 
the instruments available to the musicians during 
the classic era, 
the importance of each instrument, 
the influence of these instruments on these men - -
and the:ir music, and 
the opinions expressed about these instruments 
during this same era. 
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The Clavichord 
The mechanism of the clavichord (clavis-key, chorda•string) 
was of•simple construction, but slow in developing. 
i 
f 
T)ire monochord, the one-stringed instrument which was used 
consistently by the medieval church musicians, was the subject 
of much experimentation. The eventual result of those experiments 
was one of the keyboard instruments of the Renaissance, the 
clavichord. After th~ string of the monochord had been marked 
to indicate the various lengths which could produce the tones 
of the scale, the next step was to place the string on a resonator 
and apply a keyboard. The keys were equipped with tangents which 
took the place of the moveable bridge of the older instrument. 
As the demands on this modified monochord increased,more strings 
were added, finally resulting in an instrument upon which several 
tones could be produced at on.ee, the clavichord. Peculiar to the 
clavichord was the fact that the tangent, actuated from the key-
board, not only produced the tone by striking the string, but 
determined the pitch by acting as a bridge. 
The tone quality of the clavichord can be changed ~ finger-
pressure. The string will vibrate as long as the finger presses 
the key. Moreover, the tone quality can be changed by vibrating 
a little on the key. However, a change of pitch might occur if 
there is too much vibrato. This distinctive feature of the 
clavichord is called n Be bungn • 
D.G. Turk, in "Klavierschule, oder Anweisung zum Klavier-
spielen", (Leipzig und Halle, 17$9 - quoted 1?Y Engel in Mus. 
Times, XX p.471) gives a detailed description of the "Bebungtt 
of the Clavichord. 
_g_ 
"The Bebung can be applied effectively only to a long 
sustained tone~ especially in compositions of a plain-
tive character. It is usually indicated in the notation 
by these marks: 
D .. . 
or by the word tremolo written over the note; and its 
execution is thus: 
t~ ~ 
In order to produce it effectively, the finger must be 
held down on the key as long as duration of the tone 
demands, and the player must endeavour to increase the 
loudness of the tone by a gentle pressure of his finger 
several times repeated. It is perhaps hardly necessary 
to say that after each pressure the weight must be 
slightly relaxed, without however raising the finger 
entirely from the key. Moreover; everyone knows that 
this expression is only attainable on a clavichord, 
and indeed~ only on a very good one. In general the 
player ought to guard himself against the frequent 
employment of the Bebung, and if he employs it, he must 
take care to avoid the objectionable manner of forcing 
the tone above its pitch by too "behement a pressure.u i~ 
More detailed information of the mechanics of the 
instrument can be found in most good history texts.. It is 
nw intention to dwell on the use of the instrument within 
the years already mentioned. 
* James, Phillip: 11The Early Keyboard Instruments If, London, 1930., 
p. 22 
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The clavichord had enjoyed a surprising popularity during 
the sixteenth and seventeenth.centUries, especially in its 
chosen father-~d, Germany. Towards the last half of the 
eighteenth century, the instrument began to lose its 
popularity. The reasons are· many. The pianoforte, even though 
in its crudest form, began making a greater impression, 
particularly on the music-minded. It is believed by many that 
the pianoforte gave the clavichord and harpsichord little 
competition during the latter part of the eighteenth century. 
But a glance at the listing of the makers in England alone, 
during this time, will readily refute that idea. Also, during 
. this century, there came about numerous forms of other keyboard 
instruments primarily in an attempt to cater to the definite 
weakness of the clavichord and harpsichord. Instruments 
such as: "clavacin acoustique 177111 by Vibres of Paris, 11 Clavecin 
royale 178311 by Jurgensen of Schleswig, "Double Clavacin 1779", 
by Hofman of Gotha, 11vis-a-vis, 175811 by Stein, "Mechanical 
Flugel, 178111 , by Milchm.eyer, etc., were a hindrance to the 
afore mentioned instruments. 
From documents of the former periods, we are able to 
discover the clavichordS wide use over the continent and even 
in England. It is written that Queen Elizabeth of York played 
the clavichord in 1520, as did James JJJ of Scotland. Then, 
from various editions of the Scarlatti sonatas printed in 
London, (unfortunately the originals are lost) we can notice 
the sub-title 11Sonatas modernas para clavicordio compostas.u 
But in France, there was little interest in the clavichord. 
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Instead, interest centered around the epinette and the clavacin. 
Germany seemed to have held to the instrument longer than 
other countries. Walther, in 1732 referred to the instrument 
as "the first grammar of all keyboard executantstt. Reasons for 
its popularity could possibly be due to its cheapness, convenient 
size, shape and delicate tone.. Indeed these were the character-
istics in its favor. C.P .. E. Bach in his 11Versuch" ~ays bluntly 
that one finds it no't-ra.days but rarely. (175.3). And at this time 
the clavichord falls into a temporary state of oblivion. 
In the mid-eighteenth century in Germany, a new spark of 
romanticism- a new way of sentimentalism - arose, which was to 
eventually produce the "Sturm und Drang" movement in literary 
Germany. The clavichord, which was capable of subtle expressions 
and nuances, now arose to a dominant position with this same 
spirit. Of course it vJa.S temporary, but it did effect musical 
composition, thus making it noteworthy. At this time, we find 
such sentimental titles as "Bo not weep, we shall meet again" 
by Turk. For this reserved period in music history, this title 
~ many others of the same emotional content, seems a bit 
incongruous. 
It was during this same period that the 1lbundfrei11 (fret-
free) clavichord was introduced,. The "gebunden" (fretted) 
clavichord was the earlier and less elaborate of the two clavi-
chords. With the 11gebunden" clavichord, one pair of strings 
always served to produce several notes. They were easily tuned and 
very inexpensive. Specimens do exist which exhibit four adjacent 
semi tones having but one string amongst them. Oxford History 
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describes the clavichord belonging to the Reverend F .W. Galpin 
of Hatfield Broad Oak, England, where the F, F-aharp, G and 
A-flat are on the same string so that the interval of a third 
between the first and the last cannot be sihunded. Undoubtedly, 
this is a great drawback as far as the execution of part-music 
is concerned. This "gebunden" clavichord 'toTa.S common in 
Germany, while the "bundfrei" instruments, which include the 
single string for each note, are not easy to procure. Nevertheless, 
both types were used during this period. 
Little information exists on the ideas and attitudes of the 
composers and musicians toward the keyboard instruments during 
the eighteenth century. This is unfortunate, since this period 
is of vast importance in the development of the keyboard. There 
are records, en masse, telling of the important historic back-
ground of the instruments, but too little information ia 
available on personal testimonies of the composers and musicians 
of that day. 
Some sources, which have been enlightening on this subject, 
are the letters written by Mozart to his father; an essay on 
clavier playing by C .P .E. Bach; a few letters of .Tosef Haydn; 
allusions to the instrument are lDB.de by various authors in their 
works, such as: 
Dr. Burney1s ttContinental Travels" 
F .. w. Ma.rpurg: "Die Kunst das Clavier zu spielenu, 1750 
Milchmeyer: "Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen", 1797 
G.S. Lohlein: ttCiavier-Methode", volume II, 1781 
.r .s. Petri: "Anleitung zu.r praktischen Musik", 1767 
D.G. Turk: uc1avierschule oder Anweisung zum Clavierspie1en 
fuer Lehrer und Lernende 11 , 1789 
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G .F. Wolft "Short But Plain Instruction in Clavier-
Playing" , 17S9. 
A few other less significant sources are also available. 
It is interesting to note that 0 .P .E. Bach used a 
Silbermann clavichord almost exclusively. In his treatise, 
he tells that the harpsichords with their rasping tone were 
ill-suited to delicate clavier playing; and regarding the 
forte-piano, in the third edition of his "Versuch ueber die 
wahre Art das Olavier zusspielen11 (17S7), he makes the 
following observation~ 
"The newer forte-pianos, when they are well and durably 
made, possess many advantages, although their management 
must be studied as a special art, and not without 
difficulty. They sound well either ivhen played alone, 
or with a not too powerful orchestra; but still I think 
that a good clavichord, saving its weaker tone, has a:U 
the beauties of the other and has the further advantage 
of the "Bebungl' and sustained tone; because, after 
striking, I can press down on any note. The clavichord 
is therefore the instrument, on which one can accurately 
test the clavier player·" * 
These observations are really quite interesting. Here are 
remarks that are most authentic, written at a most prominent era 
of music history. O.P.E. Bach was said to have 11 stuck out like 
a sore thumb" during his time. He suffered many vexations from 
the critics of the period because of his conservative thought, 
surprisingly unscholarly style, and daring harmonies. Notably 
enough, Haydn and Mozart were to have him for their model. 
In 1773, Dr. Burney met O .. P.E. Bach in Hamburg, and was of 
the opinion that even his enemies would have been reconciled 
with his freer compos ijdons, could they have heard them played 
. by their author on his Silbermann clavichord. O.P.E. Bach said, 
that he had always striven to write melodiously for the clavier. 
'*Weitzmann, O.F.: 11A History of Pianoforte Playing", N.Y., lS93. 
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Burney on his visit to Gar 1 Philipp Emanuel Bach, in 1772, 
writes: 
"M. Bach was so obliging as to sit down to his Silber-
mann clavichord, and favourite instrument, upon which 
he played the three or four of his choicest and most 
difficult compositions, with great delicacy. In the 
pathetic and slow movements, whenever he had a long 
note to express, he absolutely contrived to produce, from 
his instrument, a cry of sorrow and complaint as can only 
be effected upon the clavichord and perhaps by himself. 11 
Surprisingly enough, as G.P.E. Bach loved his Silbermann, 
he was only too conscious of its inferiority to the harpsicho~d. 
It is true that he said he wolill.d judge a harpsichord player only 
when he heard him play the clavichord, but he also said that the 
clavichord had a very limited influence upon musical art, never 
creating a school, for there were never any 11 clavichordists 11 • 
He recommended it principally as an instrument for study, 
because its touch was lighter and because it was, more than the 
harpsichord, capable of piano, of forte, and of sustaining, when 
handled properly. Thus the student could accustom himself to 
give an expression to his playing. As Marpurg is of an opposite 
opinion and deems the harpsichord preferable for beginner~because 
of its strings, with their long vibrations, G.P.E. Bach's opinion 
cannot be taken as general, This mig~ indicate that there were 
many varied opinions on this subject. 
Mozart, of course, during most of his life, played on and 
composed for the pianoforte. It was only during his younger days 
that he played the harpsichord, But he did play and also held~~a.·::o 
high opinion of the clavichord. There is one letter, written from 
Nancy on October 3, 177S, where Mozart shows that the clavichord 
*James Philip: 11Early Keyboard Instruments". London, 1930, p.19 
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is close to his heart. He writes to his father: 
"Please forgive me for not w.riting more, but I am in a 
strange town, where, indeed, I think I might like to stop 
for a time if I knew people: it has fine broad streets 
and noble squares. 
I have one thing to ask you, by the way. Please put a 
large chest in my room into which I can put all my 
belongings, and I should also like to have the little 
clavichord." * 
Again he speaks of a fine mahogany clavichord in another 
letter to his father of November, 1777. 
There are innumerable references to the instrument in 
letters to his father which cannot be referred to in this paper, 
primarily because of their length and great number. 
One thing learned from the foregoing information is that 
Mozart played, loved and cultivated the different keyboard 
instrwnents. Accordingly, the modern pianist should understand 
the art of creating a special touch which will render the most 
faithful reproduction of the tonal capacity of Mozartts time. 
He must be able to bring to the piano the sweetness of the 
clavichord, the sharpness of the harpsichord, and of course the 
innumerable other qualities of the piano. 
it Kenyon, M.: "A Mozart Letter Book". London, 1956, p.J..42 
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The Harpsichord 
-~------~-----------~~-~ 
Unlike the clavichord, no expression was possible on the 
harpsichord by means of varying pressure on the keys. To strike 
a key hard would, surprisingly, produce less sound than if it 
vrere struck softly. It is curious to note that, while the harp-
sichord "tVS.S being supplanted by the pianoforte, musicians were 
slow to realize the fact that the technique of the piano was 
quite different from that of the harpsichord. It is strange, 
since the gradation of sound was produced the same way on the 
clavichord. But this is only more proof that the touches of the 
clavichord and piano were really quite different. 
In the year 1779, a client wrote to Schudi's successor in 
England to have a Venetian Swell attached to a grand piano he 
had purchased. Before adding the swell to the piano, the dealer 
tried to convince his client that a svrell would not be a necessary 
addition to the piano, and that the forte effect could be achieved 
by mere finger-pressure. This feature, however, seemed quite 
inconceivable to the client. 
The Venetian Swell had been invented in 1769. It consisted 
of a sort of a Venitian blind (jalousie) attachment, which care-
fully enclosed the instrument. With a touch of the foot on the 
pedal, the shutters would open, and thus augment the volume. 
But this mechanical attachment proved to be of little practical 
value. 
Like the virginal and spinet, the sound was produced 
mechanically by means of a plectrum, which rose and plucked the 
string as the key was touched. The plectrum, made of stiff 
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leather or crow""'Cluill, was fixed into a jack; when the jack fell 
after plucking the string, a small piece of cloth, inserted in it, 
dampened the sound. The one superior feature of the harpsichord 
was that it had stops vThich controlled separate rows of jacks 
acting upon different strings. The two manuals "t>rere another 
feature of the instrument, enabling it to give a greater variety 
of sound. 
The harpsichord was largely used in public performance, and 
was a constant suppor.£i,?the 'recitative sec co'. When we turn to 
the use of the harpsichord in private, we can only conclude that 
its employ:rnent was very limited. This is indeed fortunate, as 
the great length and tenuity of the strings kept it constantly 
out of tune. Tuning contracts were numerous. Sometimes it would 
take as many as six: visits to tune the instrument! In addition to 
this, there was constant re-quilling and regulating. Truly the 
amount of quills used 't>Tas enormous. 
The full length of the double-harpsichord was eight feet -
ten inches, and the cost with Venetian Swell was eighty-five 
guineas (approximately$ 425.00). 
Schudi, one of the greatest harpsichord makers of the 
eighteenth century, made not more than twelve hundred during 
his entire career. These instruments, like the modern piano, 
were long and tedious in producing. 
Constant attempts had been made to perfect a sustained tone 
on the harpsichord. Spitta mentions an innovation made in the 
year 1740: 
11To remedy at least one main defect in the harpsichord -
namely its brief resonance, Bach devised a "La.uten-
Olavicymbel" (lute-harpsichord), which was constructed 
by the organ builder Zacharias Hildebrand, under his 
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direction; the greater duration of tone was produced by 
gut strings, of which it had two to each note, supplemented 
by a set of metal strips giving a four-foot tone. When the 
ringing tone of these was checked by a damper of cloth, the 
instrument sounded much like a real lute, while without 
this it had more of the gloomy character of the theirboe. In 
size, it was shorter than the ordinary harpsichord. 
In 1741, Roger Plenius; an English craftsman, patented an 
instrument which he called a Lyrichord. Wheels were used instead 
of quills, and the strings were to be kept in tune constantly by 
a system of weights and pulleys. 
During the Classical Period and, indeed, during the entire 
eighteenth century, the English harpsichord was recognized as the 
beat of its kind. It should be acknowledged, though, that the 
composition, performance, and construction of instruments were 
dominated by the foreigners during this time.. Among the great 
makers in England at this time were the Swiss, Burckhardt Tschudi, 
and the German, Jakob Kirchmann (Angliciaed: Burka.t Schudi and 
Jacob Kirkman). Concerning this, Burney says: 
"I must observe that the Germans work much better out of 
their own country than they do in it, if we may judge by 
the harpsichords of Kirkman and Schudi; the pianoforte 
of Backers; and the organs of Snatzler, which far surpass 
all the keyed instruments that I m.et with in my tour 
through Germany. tt 
Of the Netherlandish instruments, he says: 
* 
11
-but in general, the present harpsichords, made here 
after the Ruckers model, are then, feeble in tone, and 
much inferior to those of our best makers in England·" * 
Dr. Burney: "Continental Travels". 
' 
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It appears that likewise the instruments in Italy of this 
same time were equally as deficient as those of the Netherlands. 
But, the instruments made in this country are not without 
interest, in spite of the superiority of the English instruments. 
The violin was the main center of attraction now, and keyboard 
music was on sort of a descent, with a possible exception of 
the keyboard sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti. In Italy, as well 
as in other countries, the appearance of the three-manual harp-
sichord dispensed with the use of stops. 
In France, the Ruckers instruments continued to be used. 
They were extended to compass at least five octaves. This 
procedure should be associated with the name of Pascal Jaskin, 
who was a famous harpsichord maker. Here the most choice 
artists were employed to draw the different cases, and the 
very best woods and varnishes were used. 
Among the apprentices of Schudi was a Scotsman, John 
Broadwood. In 1769 the latter was awarded,for excellent 
services,with the hand of Schudi 1s daughter, and subsequently, 
with partnership with Schudi1s son. 
With the popularity of the piano continuously increasing, 
Broadwood, in 1793, made his last harpsichord: a double-
keyed instrument with swell, cross banded with satin wood. 
The swell was a device, patented by Schudi in 1769, for 
giving gradation of tone. (It was later transferred to the organ, 
where it beca:me an essential feature of the instrument~ However, 
• 
• 
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when the patent expired,l~as added to the latter type of harpsi-
chord. 
The Kirkmann harpsichords were equally popular as the 
Schudi instruments. Burney remarks that these instruments are 
more durable than those of Schudits,but this is merely a spec-
ulation. Styles of fine proportions, graceful lines, restraint 
in ornamentations were constructed for great figures of the day 
by Schudi1 etc. In nEarly i<eyboard Instruments n of Philip '3ames, 
pictures of many of these instruments are shown. 
During this classic era, the harpsichord occupied a very 
strange and incongruous position. After the death of the elder 
Schudi, it was still difficult to obtain a new harpsichord. 
During this last half of the century, the harpsichord makers 
had lists of nobility to provide with the instruments. They 
were in somewhat of a great demand. Yet, as the piano came 
into use, harpsichords were ruthlessly destroyed. So completely 
had the memory of the instruments passed that writers even in 
the nineteenth century took no pains to ascertain l'lhat instru-
ments were used in the eighteenth century, but called them all 
pianos. The famous story of Gainsborough, the artist, who 
bought a harpsichord in l7741is quite apt here. Mrs. A. Bell, 
in her life of Gainsborough, simply says that he 'bought a 
piano in 1774; and writing further, concerning Fisher 1 s 
portrait, says that he is •seated at the piano' of which 
Gainsborough gives the makers name 'Merlin'. Now this Merlin 
was definit~ly a harpsichord maker at the time, several of 
whose instruments still exist. 
It is overwhelming to even estimate the number of good and 
• 
• 
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well known musicians appearing in the books for harpsichords 
during the last two decades of the century. One of the most 
frequently quoted names is that of Dussek, for whom in 1794 
the first grand pianoforte with six octav~es was made • 
Entries in harpsichord makers books indicate frequent 
use of the instrument in the performan?e of oratorios and for 
the concerts at the Thatched House, which was the recognized 
'concert hall' before the Hanover Square concert rooms were 
opened. 
It ~Till be remembered that Clementi took a harpsichord 
(Schudi) with him to Paris in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century. 
Willi Apel(in Harvard Dictionar~ mentions also the fact 
that harpsichords were used up to and after 1800. His proof 
of the statement is simple. It appears that the original 
editions of the Beethoven sonatas (up to op. 27) bear the 
inscription: npour le Clavacin ou Pianoforte". This does not 
mean that a work such as the Moonlight Sonata op. 27 ~ was 
composed for harpsichord, but it does show that harpsichords 
were still widely in use around l80~and that the publishers 
were anxious to accomodate the players and the owners of the 
old instruments as well as those of the more modern one. 
Again~during this same time, it is reported by different 
sources that the clavichord and harpsichord were considered as 
useful agents in strengthening the hands of the performers. 
This is proved by Burney's reference to the comparative merits 
of the two instruments on his tour, where he describes the 
• 
• 
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playing of some of the Scarlatti sonatas by a young child 
who--: 
nplayed upon a small and not a good pianoforte. The neat-
ness of the child's execution did not so much as surprise 
me, though uncommon, as her expression. All the pianos 
and fortes were so judiciously attended to; and there was 
such shading of some passages, and force given to others---
I enquired---upon what instrument she usually practices at 
home, and was answered nthe Olavicho:r-d.u This convinced 
me that child:r-en should lea:r-n upon that, or a pianoforte, 
very early, and be obliged to give an expression to Lady 
Coventry's minuet, or whatever is their first tune!, 
otherwise, after long practice on a monotonous harpsichord, 
hoi'fever useful in strengthening the hand, the case is 
hopeless."* 
The Harpsichord in the Orchestra 
The harpsichord is the very foundation of the eighteenth 
century orchestra. 11 It is the pillar upon which the entire mass 
rests and the harmonious and murmurous rustling of which has an 
infinitely beautiful effect on the chorus", quotes Landowska in 
** her 'Music of the Past'. 
In reality, it played a duple role with the orchestra, and 
Phili~Emanuel Bach and Quantz emphasize how it supported the 
I 
ensemble while accompanying it, and conducting it~--even in this 
classic period we find that in Italy and Germany, the composer 
of an opera conducted the performance, not by beating, but from 
*Burney, 'Present State of Music in Germany. 1. 278 (Oxford,p.ll9) 
**Landowska, Wanda, 'Music of the Past' New York, 1924, p. 115 
• 
• 
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the harpsichord. 
"The harpsichord, to which our predecessors entrusted 
the leadership cannot only fill out the basses, but 
move over whole ensemble to measure and to pitch. The 
sound of the harpsichord reaches the ear of every 
instrumentalist; and I know that the least well harmon-
ized_ensembles, can be held together thanks to the sounds 
of' the harpsichord.n (From 1Versuch1 of O.P.E. Bach) 
Here is another statement made by C.P.E. Bach telling of the 
1 harpsichords do~inant position. At operas, many times(two 
harpsichords were used, one for accompanying, and the other :f'or 
conducting purposes. 
At the end of the century, the time beater becomes the 
fashion, and the harpsichord is kept exclusively for accompani-
mente. 
A fine harpsichord is distinguished from the clavichord 
and the piano by its greater sonority, that is, until the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. This is a surprising fact 
to realize, since the piano of today has such greater sonorities 
than the harpsichord~ It proves one thing, that the piano in 
its prime had very little body to its tone. Landowska emphasiaes 
one point concerning the touch. She says that the touch of the 
harpsichord being completely different, even opposed to the 
touch of the modern piano, is only too evident that the player 
who has no~ sufficiently familiarized himself' with the eighteenth 
century instruments will obtain on it hardly a fourth of its true 
sonority. 
Many are of the opinion that harpsichord.players were very 
•• 
• 
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dissatisfied with their instruments, and dreamed of our modern 
piano. Direct quotations from men who wrote for the instrument 
might prove those of this opinion to be far from the truth. 
Philip Emanuel Bach speaks with enthusiasm of the instru-
ment, he says: 
"It would not be difficult to demonstrate their 
perfection, for they unite the qualities of all 
the other instruments. Everyone is so attracted 
by the charm of the keyboard instrument that a 
player does not let himself be discouraged by 
the trouble they require. 11 ·U· 
A few quotations from reputable men of the preceding 
century might be quite apt at this point. 
Voltaire had said, nThe piano-forte is a kettle-maker's 
invention compared with the harpsichord.n 
Balbastre, Louis XVI 1 s organist said to Pascal Jaskin, 
the inventor of the registre de buffle, who had just tried the 
first piano-forte introduced into the tuileries; ntry as you 
will, my friend, this ne11rcomer vdll never dethrone the majestic 
harpsichord. n~HE-
' And LaFontaine, in his Epitre a M. de Nyent, on the opera: 
De cet aimable enfant, le clavacin unique 
Me touche plus qu1 Iris et toute sa musique 
Je ne veux rien de plus, je ne veux rien de mieux 
Pour contenter l'esprit et 
l'oreille et less yeux ••• ** 
Quotations of this sort are not unusual before the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century. 
* C.P.E. Bach 1Versuch 1 , new edition, Nieman, Leipzig, 1906 
*~E- Landowska, Wanda, 'Music of the Past 1 New· York, 1924 
PP• 142-143 
• 
•• 
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THE SPINET FROM 1750 
The history of the Spinet has been divided into three 
distinct chronological groups • 
First group: 1660-1680; Oak is used almost exclusively in 
the making stands and cases. 
Second group:l680-l715; Walnut is chiefly used. 
Third group: 1725-1775; This period shows gradual increase 
in the s_ize of the spinet, which 
was undoubtedly due to the use of 
the harpsichord. As today, those 
who cannot afford, or have the room 
for a large instrument, would buy a 
spinet instead. 
Spinets continued to be made as late as 1775, but they were 
almost obsolete. This instrument seems undoubtedly to be the 
inferior one, since it lacked stops and thereby causing much 
monotony. The tone was also harsh, so that it was eventually 
ousted by both the harpsichord and by the small square pianos 
which were readily becoming popular. 
Two spinets of this period can be seen at the Burlington 
Museum of Fine Arts in London, and the Essex Institute in Salem, 
Massachusetts. The first was constructed by Joseph Harris in 
1757, and is in its most fully developed form with a compass of 
five octaves (common at this period). The case is of figured 
walnut, inlaid with lines of sycamore, and the stand is of 
m~hagany with turned ballusters supported on cabriole legs with 
Claw-and-Ball feet. 
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John Harris, the son of Joseph Harris traveled to Boston 
in 1768, and from the Boston Gazzette of the next year, we 
discover that he claims authorship to the first American spinet. 
The other spinet was co~structed by Samuel Blythe at Salem 
in 1789. It had been described as the first made in the country, 
but the claim of John Harris seems to invalidate this claim. 
The history of the instrument seems to be obscure. The 
reason for this is that the terms spinet, virginals and harpsi-
chord had been constantly interchanged. The smaller octave 
harpsichord was known by such names as the 'little spinet', the 
'octavina', the tsp1nettina 1 , the tspinetta de serenata' and 
'octave spinett'. In Englan~.~t became the virginal. The spinet 
was also built in grand piano shape and was sometimes called a 
harpsichord. Finally, in England both executants and composers 
for the virginals, spinets and harpsichords, were all called 
'virginalists'. Little wonder, then that the history of the 
spinet is uncertain. 
Since the spinet was relatively obscure in this classic era, 
it is unnecesgary to discuss the instrument in any detail. 
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The Pianoforte 
.-.-~---------------.... 
As early as 1709, there existed a hammer-clavier, or 
pianoforte, the ingenious mechanism of which was conceived b.r 
a Florentine harpsichord builder, Cristofori., By the year 
1750, three Germans, G. Schroter, G .. Silbermann, and J.A. Stein, 
had contributed toward the progress of pianoforte-making., 
But it was not until much later in the century that the 
pianoforte was justly recognized. Until then, musicians had 
been satisfied with the prevailing instruments as a means of 
expression. This is easily understandable, since the 
pianoforte in its early crude form was far inferior to the 
clavichord. 
The original shape of the pianoforte was silnila.r to that 
of the harpsichord. It will be shown that, towards the end of 
the century, many harpsichords were reconditioned and trans-
formed into pianofortes, by changing the action. It seems 
that before 1790, pianos having the shape of a harpsichord, 
vrere always termed "Large pianos". The Dutchman, Americus 
Backers, and his apprectice, Robert Stodart, patented a 
piano in 1777 and termed for the first time the "large pianott 
a tt grand piano11 • 
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The Transition 
----------~--------from the 
H.a r p s ichor d to the Pi an of or t e 
________ --.a ________ ......._ _______________ ... 
How did the Pianoforte come to dethrone the ttmajestia 
harpsichord"? This is more of a complicated question than 
one might think. The pianoforte, at the time of O.P.Eo Baah, 
MOzart, and even Beethoven, was sonorously inferior to the 
harpsichord. Quantz, Marpurg, and 0 .P .E. Bach state this 
fact often in their writings. These sa.me three men regarded 
the bow-harpsichord (Hohli'eldtischer Bogeni'luegel) in every 
respect superior to "the pianoforte, clavichord, and even the 
harpsichord. 
Since C.P.E. Bach was so attached to the clavichord 
and harpsichord, it seems strange to read his statement, 
saying that he wished all harpsichords might be constructed 
on Hohlfeldtts system. 
The bow-harpsichord had no success, in spite of its 
many fine qualities. But it does seem strange that the 
three greatest musicians of the time would be so drawn to 
this instrument, while they preferred to ignore the piano-
forte - an instrument, which really was charming, even in 
its primitive form. Landowska speaks of it as having a 
"delicious sonority, bearing resources of which are some-
times more varied than those of the modern piano, but o~ly 
* very feeble, very attenuated in tone. 11 It was not, there-
fore, because of its power that it was able to supplant the 
* Landowska, W.: lfMusic of the Past". N.Y., 1924. 
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harpsichord. The gradual adoption of the pianoforte may 
be attributed to reasons sueh as the following: 
a) The instrument offered great practical advantages. 
It was of a less complicated construction; its price 
was mueh lower; its easier and more lasting tuning 
were in its favor. 
b) Furthermore, the double-keyboard of the harps iehord · 
began to be superflou.s in Haydn t s and Mozart t s time. 
Music was gradually losing its polyphonic character, 
and the descriptive style was now becoming rare in 
the realms of the piano. 
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The Pedal 
--~~~~---~-
As already mentioned, the pedals on the harpsichord did 
not produce notes as on the organ, nor did they sustain the 
sound as on the pianoforte, but rather they were foot or 
knee-levers, operating registration. Grove states that in 
1770, Thomas Haxby obtained a patent for a 11 new single 
harpsichord, containing all the stops of a double one, which 
by the use of one pedal only, produces every increase, 
diminution !pld variation of tone" of a double harpsichord. 
Another Englishman, Samuel Gillepsy, patented in 1774 a 
mechanism "putting on the quills to strike the strings of 
a harpsichord with a peddle and swell, which raises the 
top, brings on the tone and swells, a new celestial stop at 
the same time preserving the instrument compleat11 - (Grove). 
The pedal could be used with the top open or shut. Again, 
as previously ~entioned, Schudi introduced the Venetian 
swell iri. 1769, which aided some in increasing and diminishing 
sound. One of the final pedal innovations made to the harp-
sichord during this period was the "knee-pedals", introduced 
by Berger of Grenoble at an unknown date. Grove mentions that 
it is mentioned in "Histoire de l'Academie Royale des Sciences 
de Paris'', in 1765. So it is supposed that it appeared not 
much earlier than this date. These knee-pedals were used, 
of course, for increasing and decreasing the sound, and for 
operating a sardine. It seems that Pascal Ja.skin, after 176S, 
used a foot pedal (un tira.nt) by means of which the n jeu 
des plumes" could be brought on imperceptibly .. 
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That Mozart was acquainted i..rith this mechanism is 
evidenced by a letter to his father, wherein he states his 
op:i,nion of the Stein instrument: "The machine, which one 
presses with the knee, is also better made by him than by 
the others. I can hardly touch it without its acting, and 
as soon as one removes. the knees a trifle, not the least 
* often, resonance is heard11 • 
This knee-pedal, referred to here by Mozart, was un-
doubtedly installed on a pianoforte, but as already pointed 
out, like mechanisms were used on the harpsichord. 
The earliest use of a forte-pedal is found in a square 
pianoforte of 1777, by Adanis Bayer of London. Yet, it was 
not until 1783, that the first patent for a foot-pedal was 
granted to Broadwood. Hipkins 1 in his "History of the Piano-
forte", states that among Mozart's possessions at the time of 
his death was a IIForte-Biano mit Pedalll, and that Frederici 
is said to have invented the 11Fort-Bian", or square piano 1 
about 1758. We do not know if it had a pedal at ·that date. 
But, as Grove points out, it should be noted that Frederici 
did not invent the square piano at that date, if at all. 
During the early nineteenth century, pedals for harp, 
lute, harmonic sounds, and Turkish music, including drums, 
triangle, bassoon and cymbals, for playing war-like music, 
were frequently employed. Unbelievable pedal inventions had 
been added to the instrument at this same date. Pedals for har-
monic sounds and octave couplers were also added. The earliest 
* Jahn, otoo: "Life of Mozart", Vol.l. London, 1882, p.367 
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use of a pedal for coupling the octave is found in a square 
pianoforte by Wilhelm Constantin Schiffer of Cologne, dated 
1793.. A cembalo stop was patented by Bury in 1788. Signa 
for indicating these pedals were used by Daniel Steibe1t in 
his "Methode pour le pianO...:forte11 (Paris, c. 1806). 
The soft or 11piano" pedal also underwent various changes 
during this classical era. At first it was controlled in its 
shifting by a small stop, or wedge, in the right-hand key-
block, so that the shift could be made to either ~ atrings 
or one, at the discretion of the player. The latter was 
Stein's "Spinettchen11 , - thus the reason for the terms used 
to this date - "una cord.a", or "eine Saite". Beethoven, in 
hie desire to return to the three strings, writes: ttna.ch 
und na.ch mehrere Saiten11 , 11tutte le corde 11 , or "tutte i1 
cembalo11 • (This terminology is found in Beethoven's 
Opus 101) • This one-string shift in grand pianofortes has, 
of course, been for many years discarded. 
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Silberm.ann's Pianoforte 
Gottfried Silbermann was known primarily for his organs 
and clavichords. It will be remembered that O.P.E. Bach had 
a S.ilbermann clavichord for nearly a half a century, and this 
instrument, many years later, excited the admiration of 
Burney. Grove states that this clavichord was eventually 
sold by O.P.E. Bach, because there is among his compositions 
a "Rondo in E-Minor11 , written in 1781, entitled: "Farewell 
to J:tr Silberma.nn Clavichord". 
11 It cannot be doubted11 1 says Grove, "that Silberma.nn was 
the first German who made a pianoforte". We know from. one of 
J .S. Bach's pupils 1 that in 1736 Silberma.nn subm.i tted two 
pianofortes of his make to J .S • Bach himself. Bach, finding 
much fault with them., annoyed Silberma.nn, and for some time 
the latter restrained from further experiments with the. 
instrument. 
It must be mentioned that three grand pianofortes, 
made by him and acquired by Frederick the Great, are, with 
unimportant differences, repetitions of the Oristofori piano-
fortes existing at Florence. 
The Silbermann instruments were evmdently quite durable 1 
since two of the instruments were praised highly by Zelter 
and MOose in 1804 and 1857 respectively. 
- 3.3 -
Z u m p e ' a S q u a r e P i a n o f o r t e 
and the 
English Single Action 
Zumpe, a German, is thought to have begun making square 
pianofortes about 1760. Hipkins, in his history of the piano-
forte, states that F~tis began his studies on a Zumpe square 
pianoforte, ~ted 1762. The tone of Zumpe 's piano was very 
sweet and, "with a little use, they were capable of any degree 
of rapidity". All those who could acquire the Zumpe piano-
fortes, did so. These pianos vtere as much in de:tnand in France 
as in England. 
These square pianos were only from three-and-a-half to 
four-and-a-half feet in length; the case was usually highly 
ornamented. "When the key is depressed, the hammer underneath 
the string is raised by a stout piece of wire with a leather 
stud at the end, known as the told ma.n 'a head' , which is 
fixed into the key lever. By this same action the hinged 
wooden damper, which rests on top of the string, is lifted 
by a thin piece of whalebone, called the 'mopstick'; this 
* also is fixed into the key lever". There were no pedals, 
but the dampers, collectively divided into two sections, 
could be lifted off by the movement of two hahd stops, of 
which the brass knobs were situated in a small box immediately 
-on the left of the keyboard. 
This description of the square piano is applicable to 
most instruments made before 17SO. There was little change, 
except for a gradual increase in size, and the abolition of 
the "Trestlestand11 in favour of the "French framett with its 
tapering legs. 
* James, P.: 11Early Keyboard Instruments". London, 19.30. p.45 
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James says that, for some inexplicable reason, these 
and similar instruments of before lSOO, are invariably 
called spinets h1 owners, auctioneers and antique dealers, 
and are often converted into dressing tables, desks, etc. 
In 1780, Broadwood, the harpsichord-maker, entirely 
remodelled Zumpets action and improved the instrument. He 
moved the wrestplank to the back of the case opposite the 
keyboard, and brought the compass to five octaves. Pedals 
·were substituted in the patent for the hand controlled 
levers which lifted the dampers, but they did not come into 
general use on the pianoforte until the nineteenth century. 
Crank-shaped underdampers of brass replaced the old 
ttmops:bicktl arrangement, but their inventor thought it fit 
to paste a label on the soundboard, giving this pertinent 
advice both in French and English: 
11 If' any of the dampers should rattle, put a little 
oyl on the center. If' any hammer should stick, press the 
pin that guides it on one aide or the other until it plays 
free."* 
* James, P .: 11Early Keyboard Instruments". London, 1930. 
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Stein's Pianoforte 
_....._ _______ ~_ _.. ... ________ .,. __ ............. 
Johann Andreas Stein's contributions to keyboard 
development 'are of great importance. Both Mozart and 
Beethoven are said to have used Stein instruments. 
Gerber, in his lexikon, has preserved a list of numerous 
inventions by Stein. Of these, however, only the escapement 
and the keyboard shifting by means of a pedal are of 
significance. He introduced the latter in his "Saitenbarmonica11 
of 17$9, by switching the hammers from three strings to one, 
which he spaced rather away from the two unisons. As mentioned 
in the chapter on pedals, this 11 una oorda11 was named 11Spinett-
chen". 
Mozart expresses his approval of Stein's pianoforte in a 
letter to his father: 
11Before I had seen Stein's piano work I preferred Spath's 
clavier to all others, but now I must give the preference to 
Stein's, for they mute much better than Spath•s. If I strike 
hard, whether I raise rrry finger or not, the sound passes the 
instant I have heard it. I may come upon the keys as I like, 
the tone is always the same; it does not block, it neither 
becom~s stronger nor weaker, nor does it cease altogether; 
in a word, it is all equal. Such a pianoforte, it is true, 
cannot be had under 300 Florins, but the trouble and labour 
bestowed on it are inestimable. His hammers fall the instant 
the keys are struok, whether they are held down or not, when 
an instrument is finished (he told me himself), he sits down and 
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tries all sDrts of passages, runs, and jumps, and works away 
until he is satisfied, He often said: "If I were not such a 
passionate lover of music myself, and were not able to play a 
little on the clavier, I should long ago have lost patience 
with my work; but I am a lover of instruments which do tax 
I the player, and which wear well. And his claviers do wear well. 
He guarantees that the sounding-board shall not spring. When a 
sounding board is ready for a piano, he exposes it to air, rain 
snow, sun so that ~t may warp, and then puts on slips and glues 
them down, so that it is all strong and true. He is glad when 
it warps, because he is sure tben that nothing more will happen. 
He has three pianofortes finished, I have played upon them.a-
gain to-day. The pedal, which is pressed by the knee is better 
managed by him than by others. If I only just touch it, it 
acts; when the knee is removed there is not the least vibration.n* 
The piano which Mozart owned was made by Walter, and now 
is in the Mozart Museum at Salzburg. It had two octaves less 
then the modern pianoforte and its uforte-piano pedalt' mentioned 
by Leopold Mozart, was a crude forerunner of the present pedal. 
His Clavier had more resonance and breadth of tone than the 
harpsichord, but far less than the later pianoforte. It did 
have the tinkling quality which was eventually eliminated by 
the process of triple-stringing and cast-iron ~onstruction. 
~~Jahn, Otto, Life of Mozart, vol 1, London, 1882 p.360 
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GERMAN AND ENGLISH ACTION 
The German aetion evolved when Silbermann 1s pupil Stein 
converted the jerking ledge into an eseapement~ and the f'inal 
stage was reached when the check was added, possibly by his 
daughter, Nannette. Now-after Stein's son and daughter moved 
to Vienna, the aetion became known as the 11 Viennese Actiontt. 
Vienna now becomes the principal center of German pianof'orte 
manuf'ac t ure • 
In contrast to this German action was the English Aetion. 
"Here the hammer is attaehed to a shaft whieh is independent 6f 
the key. At the end of' the key is the hopper, which drives the 
hammer against the strings, moving out of the way direetly. 
The note is sounded, so that the hammer can immediately fall 
back into the resting position. n~~ The English action appears to 
be superior to the German action. 
The diff'erences between these two actions were shown ~ 
by Mozart and Clementi in 1781. No definite outcome came about1 
but the English action had always been regarded as better. 
Remember Beethoven always pref'erred his Broadwood piano to any 
9ther instrument. Of course, this instrument made use of the 
English action. 
Technical terms could not draw as clear-cut a description 
between the two actions as .do these words of the musician, 
pianist, and composer, J •. N. Hummel. His long explanation is 
worth quoting in f'ull. 
*Geiringer, Karl, Musical Instruments, New York, p205 
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non the Touch Proper to different Piano-fortes of German 
or English Constructionn 
11As I often remarked that the best players are embarrassed 
by unusual variety in the mechanism or touch of the instrument, 
I consider that it will not be amiss to say a few words on this 
subject.n 
nPianofortes, are constructed on two different p1l:ans, the 
German or Vienna, as it is termed, and the English, tre former 
is played upon with great facility as to touch, the latter with 
considerably less ease. Other modes of construction are comp-
ounded of these two, or are merely partial variations of them. 
11 It cannot be denied, but that each of these mechanisms 
has its peculiar advantages. The German Piano may be played 
with ease by the weakest hand. It allows the performer to im-
part to his execution every possible degree of l!ght, and tone, 
which, in a large room contrasts well with the accompanying 
orchestra, and does not impede rapidity of execution by re-
quiring too great an effort. These instruments are likewise 
durable and cost but about half the price of the English piano-
forte. 
"To the English construction however, we must not refuse 
the praises due, on the score of its durability and fullness 
of tone. Nevertheless, this instrument does not admit of the 
same facility of execution as the German; the touch is much 
heavier, the keys sink much deeper, and, consequently, the 
return of the hammer upo~ the repetition of a note, cannot 
take place so quickly---------and let him play all quick 
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passages (on these English pianos) and runs with the usual 
lightness of finger; even passages which require to be ex-
ecuted with strength, must, as in the German instruments, 
be produced by the power of the fingers, and not by the weight 
of the arms; for as this mechanism is not capable of such num-
erous modifications, in force of tone, as ours, we gain no 
louder sound by a heavy blow, than may be produced by the 
natural strength and elasticity of the fingers. 
urn. the first moment, we are sensible of something un-
pleasant, because in forte passages, on our German instruments, 
we press the keys quite down, wbile here they must be only 
touched superficially, as otherwise, we could not succeed in 
executing running passages without excessive effort and double 
difficulty. 
"In the meantime, I have observed, tbat powerfully as 
these instruments sound in a chamber, they change the nature 
of their tone in a spacious room; and that they are less dis-
tinguishable than ours, when associated with complicated 
orchestral accompaniments; this, in my opinion, is to be at-
tributed to the thickness and fullness of their tone.*n 
THE ERARD ACTION 
· Sebastian Erard contributed another important innovation 
to the piano. Not only did he build the first square piano, 
but in 1808 patented the action which is now termed "double 
escapement .. " This, of course, provided for the quick ~ttt..~'l!. 
of the stroke by releasing the key a very short distance. 
~t-Hummel, J. N. The Art of Playing the Pianoforte, Vienna, 1828. 
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This action was not perfected, however, until 18211 when his 
nephew Pierre patented it. 
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Upright Piano 
.......-..-~.----....... ------
This type of piano received special attention by piano-
makers because of· the economy it effected. The idea was not 
new, since there had been an upright grand piano made in 
Brussels in 1745. The essential idea also existed in the 
medieval "Clavicytherium1' and the upright harpsichord of 
the eighteenth century. In the last decade of the century, 
pianos were constructed to resemble a bookcase (William 
Stodart's popular bookcase piano was patented in 1795), and 
these were called "cabinet pianos". 
John Isaac Hawkins patented his upright piano in the 
United States and England. This piano caught the eye of 
Thomas Jefferson, who had much love for music. In a letter 
to his daughter, he says: 
11A very ingenious, modest and poor young man in Phila-
fielphia has invented one of the prettiest improvements in 
the pianoforte, and it has tempted me to engage one for 
Montivello. His strings are perpendicular, and he contrives 
within the height to give his strings the same length as the 
grand pianoforte, and fixes the same unison to the same screwe 
It scarcely gets out of tune at all, and there, for the most 
part J the three unis ons are turned at once. 11 * 
<YrHER ADVANCEMENTS 
Next in the advancement of the pianoforte came the 
increase in length of the strings, by placing them diagonally, 
instead of vertically. 
* James, P .. : "Early Keyboard Instruments". London, 19.301 p.5S 
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In 1811, the "Cottage Piano", invented by Robert Wornum, 
came into style. It was later introduced by Pleyel in Paris, 
in 1815. 
The substitution of the iron framework in lieu of the 
usual wooden frame came into· existence in 1820. This innovation 
was brought about by Hawkins, and is considered to be of 
paramount importance in the history of the piano. 
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Musical Stylistic Changes 
with the 
A d v e n t of the P i a n o f o r t e 
The pianoforte soon began to acquire special ornaments 
of its o'tm. In Haydn's famous IIVariations :In F-Minortt, the 
arpeggio figure in the F-Major theme implies gradation of 
tone as an essential feature. This is one of the earliest 
compositions which would sound unsatisfactory on the harp-
sichord. Mozart's "Fantsay :In 0-M:inortt, a work much on the 
idea of the Haydn Variations, on the other hand, seems to be 
well suited to the earlier instrument. Even the earliest 
-
Sonatas of Beethoven were intended to be performed on the 
harpsichord by those who had no pianoforte. 
It would be unnecessary to mention the vast amount of 
piano literature written during the late eighteenth, and the 
early nineteenth century, which contains various strange 
experiments with the pedal. This literature many times could· 
not be transferred to the earlier instruments. Soon the mode 
of 11creating atmospheres" by means of sympathetic vibrations 
(possible only with the pedal) came into practice. Naturally 
such repertmire could not be transferred to the earlier 
keyboard instruments. 
Further information on this same subject can be found 
in the recent book by Thurston Dart. He treats the eighteenth 
century stylistic changes in a specific chapter and in great 
detail. See bibliography for further reference. 
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PART III 
SURVEY 
0 f 
KEYBOARD TECHNIQUE 
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SURVEY OF KEYBOARD TECHNIQUE FROM 1750-1820 
Pianoforte playing is said to have developed from harpsi-
chord ~hd clavichord playing. Since each of these instruments 
operates on different mechanical principles, the technique and 
touches suitable to one cannot be satisfactorily transferred to 
the other. 
The stages by which the pianoforte technique developed 
from the clavichord and even the harpsichord were,of course, 
gradual. Burneyts description of Handel's playing the harpsi-
chord, and Schroeter's playing the pianoforte1 are so much alike 
that it is difficult to· ·realize that different instruments are 
being described.--
(of Handel at the Harpsichord:) 
uRis touch was so smooth and the tone of the instru-
ment so cherished that his fingers seemed to grow to the keys. 
They were so curved and compact that when he played, no motion 
and scarcely the fingers· .themselves could be discovered. n 
(of J.S. Schroeter at the Pianoforte:) 
"His manner of playing seemed so quiet that when the 
hand seemed doing nothing, he surpassed all other great players 
in rapidity. n* 
*Groves Dictionary of Music, fifth edition, Vol VI, London. 
1954, p. 745. 
•• 
• 
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G~adually, the pianororte took on a completely individual 
style of its o~ln. This transition in keyboard technique from 
clavichord to pianoforte, in-spite of it being so involved, can 
prove to be worthwhile to the pianist • 
In the first section on fingering, I have attempted to out-
line the main characteristics of fingering common to the earliest 
school in keyboard playing. Since J.S. Bach, C.P. E.Bacb., Mozart, 
Hummel, Marpurg, Wolf, Clementi, Czerny, Gramer and a few others 
were the chief exponents in this field; I have drawn upon their 
works as much as possible. 
To the early clavichordist and pianist, 11 good fingering 11 was 
synonymous with "good playing. tt. If a pianist had good fingering 
he seemed to have been considered a good pianist.--This is the 
reason for such a lengthy discussion on fingering. Since Hummelts 
work is the most extensive and most thorough work on this subject 
.) 
his work was the one taken into foremost consideration • 
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FINGERING-
G~ove states that the early systems or fingering are mainly 
derived from the principle of exploiting the irregularities im-
posed by nature. In contrast to thist the nmodern systemn seems 
to be derived from the principle of minimizing the irregularit-
ies imposed by nature,nleaving the desired phrasing to be con-
sciously superimposedn. The biggest difference between the early 
systems, and the modern systems,is the awkward changes in hand 
positions. In the early systems,it is most common to pass one of 
the middle fingers over another. In the modern systems, it is 
normal to pass the thumb beneath one of the middle fingers, or 
one of the middle fingers over the thumb. So the essential 
difference is, to some extent, a principle of either ttmaximizing 
or minimizing the effect of fingering upon phrasing.n 
It is important to take into consideration the fact that 
the continuous legato effect sought by the late classic masters 
of the pianoforte was not desired by their predecessors, whose 
music demands a high degree of articulanion within the phrase. 
It should also be remembered that dfrect accentuation by a sharper 
I 
attack is very limited on the harpsichord, (since degree of sound 
does not vary by means of finger pressure) and articulation bears 
a greater responsibility for making the phrasing clear on this 
instrument. 
Sources which reveal the most thorough treatment of finge!2-' 
ing in the pre-classic era, are: 
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1) Amm.erbach; "Orgel- oder Instrumenten Tabulatur", 1571. 
2) Anonymous: ttKurzer jedoch gruendlicher Wegweisern, 1781 
.3) Fitzwilliam Virginal Book 
4) Playford: nselect Musicall Ayres and Dialogues", 1652 
5) Couperin: fiL 1Art de Toucher le Clevecin11 , Paris, 1717 
6) Rameam Introduction to 11 Pieces de Clavecin11 , 17.31 
7) Dolmetsch, A.: ttThe Interpretation of the Music of 
the XVII and XVIII Centuries". London, 1915. 
The sources which are indispensable to the study of 
fingering during the classic era, are listed in the bibliographye 
Since it is the classic era which is being dealt with here, these· 
are the sources which will be taken into consideration. 
Chiefly on the strength of a passage found in the 11Versuchtt 
by C.P.E. Bach, the credit for establishing the fundamentals of 
the "modern system" of figgering has been widely attributed to 
J.S. Bach. The passage reads: 
11Today, much more than in the past, no one can hope to 
play well who does not use his· fingers correctly. My 
deceased father told me that in his youth, he used to 
hear great men who employed their thumbs only 't-then large 
stretches made it necessary. Because he lived during a 
time when gradual but striking changes in musical taste 
were taking place, he was obliged to devise a far more 
comprehensive fingering and especially £evanlarge the 
role of the thumbs and use them as nature intended; for, 
among their other good services, they must be employed 
chiefly in the difficult tonalities. Hereby, they 
rose from their former uselessness to the 
·e 
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rank of' princi]pl!il9 finger.n 
nBecause this ~ fingering is such that everything 
can be played easily with it at the proper time, I 
shall expound it here."* 
This passage is really quite revealing since it is a certain 
proof that J. s. Bach had devised many important and essential 
changes in the development of keyboard fingering. It should, 
however, be kept in mind that the new melodic style, which begins 
to be representative of' this classic era, brought about new 
problems of fingering. It is true that C. P. E. Bach's system 
of f'ingering~appears at first sight to be his father's method~ 
direct evidence in an examination of certain passages fingered 
by J. S. Bach and later by c. P. E. Bach shows quite the opposite-
(eg. Grove,p. 122, Vol III) 
The passing of the little finger under the fourth finger 
would scarcely have peen permitted by C. P. E. Bach; while there 
are instances in J. s. Bach's •clavierbuchlein' where this 
procedure takes place. 
The 'Ereatise written by C. P. E. Bach, ttVERSUCH UBER DIE 
'lf{AHRE ART DAS KLA.VIER ZU SPIELENn, is considered an incomparable 
work and has exercised a wide and lasting influence. His inten-
tion was to facilitate execution in the manner of modern finger-
ing. He describes his permitted changes of position under two 
headings: crossing and turning. By crossing, he means passing 
one or more fingers over the thumb, or passing one finger over 
another. By turning, he means bringing the thumb under one or 
more fingers. He allows the second, third and fourth finger 
*Bach, C. P. E. 0 Versuchn, Part 1, Chap.l, pp 6 London, 1949 
• 
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(but not the fifth finger) to pass over the thumb; this is 
modern practice.. He allows the third finger to pass over the 
fourth, and even regards it in keys with few sharps or flats 
as often more condusive to a continuous legato than other 
fingering; this is not modern fingering, but is drawn from the 
older school of fingering. 
Under certain exceptional conditions, C. P. E. Bach permits, 
as the moderns do not, the fourth to pass over the fifth. The 
thumb is allowed to pass under the second, the second and third, 
or the second, third and fourth fingers. Both crossing and 
turning must be practised until the notes thus joined are per-
fectly smooth and continuous. Because the three middle fingers 
are longer than the thumb and the little finger, and because the 
white keys are lower and nearer than the black, black keys are 
seldom taken by the little finger and only·in case of neeessity 
by the thumb. These rules totally opposed the ttmodernn school. 
Other rules stated by Bach are: 
ttThe little finger is held in reserve in stepwise 
movement, being normally, though not invar~ly, used 
only at the beginning of a run, or at the end when it 
happens to coincide exactly with this finger.n 
nLarge intervals may be taken tl.nres trtlcted+y t'ii th 
thumb and little finger; but in four-part chords tae 
use of both together is not recommended unless other 
considerations render it preferable. It is also stated 
that the majority of arpeggiated and leaping passages 
are to be fingered by the rules governing the corres-
ponding chords." 
ttThe fingerings of scales in the various keys differ 
• 
--
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from modern fingering partly in allowing a somewhat 
wider choicet and more radically in the avoidance of 
the thumb on black keys.u 
On page 57, Bach finishes his study on thumb turning with 
these words: 
nNote that in order to maintain a uniform fingering in 
playing through two or more octaves of a scale, the thumb 
is usually employed once after the second and third finger, 
ahd again after the second, third and fourth. In ascend-
ing with the right hand and descending with the left, this 
action of the thumb is called turning, a technique which 
must be practised until the principal finger has learned 
to turn and take its note automatically •• The performer who 
has reached this point has gained the summit of fil.gering. n 
Most of the foregoing information was extracted from the 
new English edition of c. :P. E. Bach's nversuchn. It was trans-
lated and edited by William J. Mitchell in 1949, and published 
by W. \v. Norton, New York. 
Only two major changes in fingering have occurred since Bach's 
Treatise. The first was introduced by Clementi, Hummel, Czarny 
and a few others during the formation of the true pianoforte 
technique. It, in general, merely disfavoured the passing of one 
finger over or under another finger (remember, the thumb is not 
considered a finger). The second was introduced by Chopin, Liszt 
etc., and it favoured the use of the thumb on black keys as well 
as white, with a view to encouraging the greatest possible un-
iformity in the fingering of all similar passages. 
• 
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ART OF PLAYING THE PIANOFORTE 
( J'. N. Hummel) 
The Vienna school, with its strong tendency towards super-
~iciality, is said to have reached its climax in Hummel, who, 
deriving his method ~rom Mozart, made all kinds o~ technical 
discoveries, Some of' these were hardly considered legitimate by 
the more conservatil(e teacher~ of his time. His nArt of' Playing 
I' . ., '· .. 
the Pianof'orte" was, in some Ei~J the basis o-f Czerny t s system. 
It will be shown that the latter's system was calculated to 
give the pupil the utmost velocity, smoothness, and brilliance. 
Grove states that Hummel can pe disregarded by the student of' 
modern pianof'orte playing. But this appears to be a haphazard 
remark since many of' bis ideas and principles are per~ectly 
sound. 
Since much of' the in~ormation on f'ingering given by Hummel 
is representative of' the c~assic era, I will deal with it more 
in detail. 
Johann Nepomuck Hummel, born November 14, 1778 at Presburg, 
wrote a course of' instructions on pianof'orte execution. The 
editions evidently proved quite worthwhile1 since it went through 
numerous printings on the continent, in England and even in the 
United States. The edition owned presently by the Boston Public 
Library is a rather recent publication (cl900) 1and printed 
privately by David Paine of' Boston. 
The work is divided into three parts. The divisions are as 
f'ollows: 
PART ONE ---113 Pages 
This f'irst section deals with the elementary instruc-
'. 
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tiona and will not be of foremost interest here. At the end of 
this part, Hummel includes a supplementary chapter which contains 
select compositions for the pianoforte, arranged according to the 
gradually increasing proficiency of the pupil. 
PART II is of greater interest and will be treated a chapter 
at a time. The introduction deals with fingering in general. 
Hummel begins: 
"I consider this subject, as one of the most important 
of my treatise, and have endeavored to elucidate 
it .in every possible case, rather by numerous 
examples than by words." 
Correct fingering is defined as being founded on CONVENIENCE. 
and NEATNESS, or elegance of appearance, on which again depends, 
to a great extent, precision and certainty of performance. 
11The thumb is said to be more ilnportant than either of the 
fingers, since it is the pivot or point of support about which 
the hand is to contract or expand. The fingers must turn, and 
direct themselves with the utmost possible facility and quickness, 
and without the least perceptable separation of the sounds." 
To exhibit diffe:t'ent cases of fingerings, as related to 
many different passages, Hummel distributed the whole syatem 
of fingering under various heads~ 
I. On Proceeding With the Same Succession of Fingers wgen 
a Passage Consists of a Progression of Similar Grouos 
of Notes 
Hummel claims that even though passages, which necessitate 
"underputting11 of the thumb, are indispensable, a too frequent 
employment of this might be injurious. The too frequent crossing 
might be avoided, if the same succession of fingers is employed 
when a passage consists of a progression of similar groups of 
• 
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notes.. Now the passages may be performed with greater certainty 
and connection, since the hand moves along with utmost steadiness, 
and the fingers, which are but little lifted up, glide equally 
from key to key. The intervention of the black keys, says Hummel, 
changes the symmetrical progression of the fingers. 
II. On the Passage of the Thumb Under the Other Fingers 
and of the Fingers Over the Thumb. 
The elementary crossing of the thumb underneath the other 
fingers, in ascending,. is shown to be the moat logical. 
Also by skips, with the hand extended~ 
During this discussion of "thumb crossing", a principle 
insisted upon in the present day of pianoforte playing, is 
well expressed by the author: 
• 
• 
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tt Let the pupil accustom himself to keep the thumb of 
both hands always a little bent (yet not cramped) under 
the forefinger; so it shall b~ prepared for passing under 
the fingers - so that no separation of the sounds shall 
be perceptible. Any motion or twisting of the hands, or 
arms, either in passing the fingers over, or the thumb 
under, is to be most carefully avoided.n 
The rule tbD.t (1) the thumb must never be used on a black 
key, but must fall on the white key following the black one {and 
with few exceptions) as: 
is still a most helpful aid. (2) In passages when the notes of 
chords are taken in succession by skips and arpeggios, the thumb 
may dwell somewhat longer on the key then the strict time of the 
note would require1 while the other fingers play on, By this 
means, the hand is kept more steady. The performer has a more 
certain point _of support, and the execution become&richer and 
more harmonious . 
Note his example: 
• 
• 
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The section on the passage o~ the ~ingers over the thumb 
is exampli~ied by degrees, and by skips. The most interesting 
statement concerning this procedure is that the band m~~t be 
much contracted, so that the finger about to be passed. over, 
may be ready almost before the thumb has absolutely struck the 
note appropriated no it. Here, all twisting and contortion of 
the hand and arm must be avoided. 
The remaining rules on the"thumb crossing1 are much like 
the preceding,and are far too many to list here. The remaining 
subjects of this chapter are more particular, if not pedantic. 
The subjects dealt with are: 
1. Major and minor scales commencing on white keys. 
2. " " " " " " black " 
3. Fingering on scales running through several octaves. 
4. Scales in the compass of a ninth. 
5. Scales running to the tenth and through the octaves. 
III On the Omission Of One or More Fingers 
One principle in which Hummel believes ardently is that the 
hand, wrist, arm, should remain as quiet and relaxed as possible. 
Notice, too, that many of the rules that have seemed undUly 
pedantic have come about because of Rummel's persistency in 
keeping the hand, steady, quiet and relaxed. 
Again,this chapter three,stresses the steadiness of the hand. 
In fact,one reason why the author proposes substitutio~ is not 
~or necessarily a legato e~fect,but to establish a more simple 
process,and to keep the hand quiet. Omission o~ fingers is shown 
to be advantageous in all passages consisting of a series of 
• 
• 
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symmetrica-l groups of notes, either ascending or descending (in 
skips, and all five fingers). Sometimes the fingers must be 
drawn together more closely, and at other times separated more 
widely,wbile the finger to be substituted must be brought to 
hang over the key, even before it is about to strike. 
. . . 
Same·-
IV On The Substitution Of One Finger For Anot~er ___ Q!!_~h~f-Key 
This chapter is much like the preceding 1but a different 
type of execution takes place.· The finger to be substituted must 
take the key left by the previous finger, with facility and with-
out any separation of the sounds; and the hand must give the 
requisite connection to the performance by a gentle movement.Eg. 
I 
V On Extensions And Skips 
l. Extensions 
I 
This portion is of little significance. The ex-
tension is dealing prim~.rily with the third (2nd in our school), 
whether in chords struck freely, in transitions or in arpeggio 
I 
passages. One example might be given • 
• 
• 
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2. Skips 
nrn extensions, the hand stretches itself' out 
toward some distant note; in skips this also takes place; with 
this dif'f'erence only; that in the f'irst case the notes are drawn, 
or as it were, connected together. While in the latter, they 
are detached f'rom each other~ the -~ MUST NOT MOVE, NOR MUST 
THE ~~S BE LIFTED UP TOO FAR FROM THE KEYBOARD; as otherwise 
the certainty of' the performance will~~iminished." 
This procedure would appear to be logical and obvious. 
It is followed by ten pages of' exercises. 
VI On The Use Of' The Thumb And Little Finger On ~he 
Black Keys 
Bef'ore Bach 1and even during his time, the thumb was 
scarcely ever used, and the littl~ f'inger but seldom used on 
the black keys; f'or which reason the compositions of' that day, 
though easy in comparison to much of' the 19th century music, 
presented great dif'f'iculty to the performer. The style of' 
writing in the classic era renders their employment on the 
black keys absolutely inddspensable. By using the thumb and 
little f'inger on black keys, it is possible to render a more 
connected performance. 
Hummel takes these f'ew points into consideration: 
1. In passages where both the thumb and little f'inger 
are frequently employed on the black keys, the white keys are 
to be struck with _the fingers, not in front of', but between 
the black keys. 
7 
' 
--· 
• 
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2. In passages which lie altogether on the black 
keys, the whole hand is elevated over them. 
VII On Passing A Long Finger Over A Shorter And Passing 
Short Finger Under A Longer One. 
At this ppint, three quarters of the essay has been re-
viewed. It might be noticed that all the material thU$ ~o far 
presented has been concerned with fingering. The pedantic and 
:f"esti.dious position taken by the author is truly a common 
characteristic of this, the classic era. In passing, notice 
the long and involved chapter headings sucti as the foregoing. 
The titles are indeed far from general. Note this description: 
'' In passing over, the long finger bends itself over 
the shorter during which the latter gently disengages 
itself from underneath; as for example, the second 
over the th~rd, the third over the fourth, and this 
in ascending with the right hand from a white key 
to an ad_joining black one. 
An example: 
I 
-
VIII On Changing One Or More Fingers On The Same Key, 
with Or without the Rep~tfbn of the Notes; And, 
Inversely, On The Application Of The Same Finger 
To Tt-ro -Or- More Different Keys. 
The rules given here are somewhat general1 but would be 
interesting to state. Again 1vith this execution, the fingers 
must draw very'closely together, and that which first strikes 
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the note, must not quit it until the one to be substituted 
has already taken its place; this must be managed with 
quickness. The frequent repetition of a note with the same 
finger, would too much fatigue the hand, so we should partly 
gain a fresh position of the fingers, and partly an increased 
degree of facility in re-striking the note. (How different 
an explanation of this same type of execution is stated in 
this day and age!) In such quick repetitions of a note, the 
fingers required must be held over each other almost in 
perpendicular position, and moved from the key, one after 
the other, in a dire~tion from the little finger toward the 
thumbe 
IX. On Changing and Crossing the Hands, and on Plac;t.ng 
Them One Under the Other. 
All information given here is absolutely conventional. 
Chapter X, likewise, has little;.linformation of significance. 
• 
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In 1774, David Rutherford edited nThe Complete Tutor for 
the Harpsichord or Spinnet with ~he Italian Manner of' Fingeringn 
(one of' the earliest editions can be found in the Boston Public 
Library). This short treatise contains some very novel but 
interesting information. 
From the first chapter,entitled,nof' Fingering," Rutherford 
begins: 
n Although there is no certain rule to be laid do""Vm for 
fingering of' any tune that you may meet with, yet the 
following lessons may be a great inlet if' well observed. 
Note: that in fingering, your thumb is the first finger, 
and so on to the·little finger which is the f'if'th-----tt 
"There is no use of' the fifth finger except once on 
a chord.n* 
This last rule is really quite strange to see at this late 
date. But it must be remembered that this fingering is in 
nThe Italian Mann·er111 and was not intended to produce smooth 
legato ef'fects,as the German school so desired. 
Most of' the remaining information given by Rutherford has 
already been stated. · The following examples, however, were in-
teresting to notiQe. 
The C major scale is fingered as follows: 
c d e f g a b c d e f g a b c 
12 3412142 3412 34 
Note the awkward crossing in the following: 
. . 
. ·,.:r,/ ~ ... 
~.... .... .,. 
. f.~ • • 
. . 
'1~utherford. David: "The <1omn1 Al=l.t. 'P11t.l"'',....._ T.rw.r!n"" ,'7'7lt 
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In 1789, F. ,., • \volf'e published his essay, "Unterricht Im 
Klavierxspielan" (Halle) The introduction begins: 
nif someone wants to learn to play the clavier, 
· (clavichord) he should begin by using a good clavier 
and not a piano or a harpsichord; for these latter ones 
demand more strength and agility of fingers. ·'To obtain 
expression in playing and to learn to express the "Tender 
Dolce", one has to begin on a good clavichord." 
nAfter practising on a clavichord, you can begin to 
work on the pianoforte. This way you can rid yourself' 
of' the sticky manners so common on the pianoforte. "~e. 
Some of the observa tiona made by l'lolf' on Fingering are: 
1. There must be the same amount of' agility in all f'ingers 
2. If' two keys f'ollow each other, two adjacent f'ingers 
must f'ollow each other. 
3· Bigger f'ingers always go over smaller--not smaller 
over bigger. 
4. Same f'ineers cannot be repeated on a single note. 
(page 57) 
Thumb, 5th finger, are never used on black notes (ex-
ception~ octaves) 
6. Many and f'ast thirds are ta1ren 1·d th all the same 
fingers. 
7• With great expansions, f'ingerings do not matter~ that 
is\if' you are lucky enough to reach the· desired note. 
Adams, in his Treatise, "Methode ou Principe General Du 
Doigte" (Paris, l806) 1is caref'ul to state the rule which is of' 
* Wolf', F. W., Unterricht Im K1aviervspielai1, Halle, l789.p 1. 
\ 
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primary importance to the classic masters, but is, of course, 
' 
obsolete in this present day. He begins: "La pr~miere regle 
est done de ne jamais toucher les demi-tons avec le pouce et 
tres-rarement avec le petit doigt.n* 
Another rule 1which has become obsolete is the changing of 
fingers on repeated notes. Again Adam is strict concerning this 
rule.---- nQuand il y a deux au plusieurs notes sur la meme 
touche, i\ faut changer de doigts sur une de~ doubles notes que 
suit quand it y en a plusieurs, et sur la seco~de quand il n y 
en que deux. n 
His fingering given for the scales seemsto coincide with 
the present day method. Of the older and out-dated fingering 
for the C major scale, (eg. 1234 1234)1 Adam remarks~ nLe doigts 
de cette gamme ne doit se faire que rarement. 11 ** 
i~ IBID 
~e-*IBID p.2. 
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Frederick 'tv.. MARPURG (1718 - 1795) was a ~erman \'lri ter on 
music. Little is known of his life except that he was a 
secretary to a General Rothenburg in 1746 in Paris 1and 
lived in Berlin from 1763 until his death. His writings 
are numerous 1occurring in many branches of music----composi-
tion~ theory, criticism and history. He held an outstanding 
position in society and cultural circles of his day. The 
book concerned with here is his essay on pianoforte,which 
was held in high esteem during the latter part of his life. 
Marpurg published his "Anleitung zum Claviersptalen 
der sch~:mern Aust.bung" in 1765. In the last few chapters, 
this early edition includes the author's manner of fingering. 
His method, strangely enough, is quite outdated. A few 
examples will witness this. 
These examples are only a few of the more awkward. The 
other examples of fingering seem to be orthodox for this era. 
The last essay to be reviev1ed is that of Carl Czerny. 
His rules of fingering are given in his "Letters to a 
Young Ladyn. The rules differ little from Carl Phillip 
Emanuel1 but they are vmrth quoting: 
'· 
nFirst, when several keys are to be played one after 
another, either in ascending or in descending, and that five 
., 
• 
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fingers are not sufficient for this purpose, the four lo 
fingers must never be turned over one another; but we mus. either 
pass the thumb under, or pass the three middle over the thumb.n 
11 Secondly, the thumb must never be placed on the black key. 11 
11 Thirdly, we must not strike t't-ro or more keys one after 
another with the self-same finger; for each key must always re-
tain its own finger. 
uFourthly, in chords and wide extensions, however, the thumb, 
as well as the little finger, may occasionally fall upon the black 
keys. 
nFifthly, in runs, the little finger never be placed on the 
black keys. 
"Sixthly, the fingering given for the scales must be resorted 
to everywhere, and as much as possible. 
ttseventh.ly, at each note tbat 'tve strike, vTe must consider 
whether for the following notes the appropriate fingers stand in 
readiness. 
11 In general, that mode of fingering must be chosen by which 
we may most easily and naturally be able to maintain a tranquilJ.. 
and fine position of the hands, a fir~ and perpendicular per-
cussion, as well as a correct holding dovrn of the keys, and a 
beautiful and connected performance of the scales and runs." 
Since it is my desire only to state the general character-
istics of each author's method, this short treatment given to 
these few volumes is sufficient. 
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GENERAL REMARKS ON 
FINGERING 
The following miscellaneous information has been 
gathered from various sources. 
In regard to fingering, the masters of this perioa 
were divided in their opinions, as to whether fingering 
should, or should not, be what is called "symmetrical". 
That is to say; whether a fingering adopted for a 
figure ascending on each degree of the scale, should be 
repeated exactly all the way up - regardless of black 
notes, or whether the rule that the thumb should never 
be placed on black notes was to hold good. 
Dussek was a great propagator of this rule. He 
even went so far as to direct that in certain passages, 
where the same figure is repeated in a higher octave, 
a different fingering should be employed, (instead 
of devising some method which should at least allow the 
symmetrical use of the same finger on the same notes) • 
Both Cramer and Clementi devoted their main 
attention, as far as technique is concerned, to the 
attainment of perfect evenness in all the fingers, 
thus substituting a living for a mechanical quality 
of tone. Clementi stresses that the player should 
possess ten exactly· evenly balanced fingers, and 
should be able to give due emphasis to prominent 
parts .. 
It was Clementi 't-rho started that system of 
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strengthening the weak fingers of the hand by holding 
down some of the fingers while playing repeated notes 
with the others. 
• 
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HAND POSITION 
Since the position of the band varied so much with each 
individual school, it would be worthwhile to consider several 
individually. 
We are able to see from paintings of old masters( Jan 
Steen, Dirk Hal@, etc.) that the instrumentalists kept their 
fingers flatter and their wrist lower than today. There are 
pictures on the cover of the Parthenia Collection of Virginal 
Music 1 (l6ll, Harvard Dictionary, P• 555)\where the player holds 
his hands nearly vertical.and plays on his finger-tips. Since 
these paintings are of a less realistic nature, and further, 
since it would be quite impossible to execute even a simple 
scale effectively with such a hand position, this can be die-
missed as being only stylized. 
A position which appears to be extremely awkward1 but con-
sidered to be the best barrysichord position,ie that of J. s. 
Bach.. It is reported in many sources that his fingers are said 
to have 11bent over the keyboard in such a manner that they stood 
with their points in a downward vertical line, each finger at 
every moment ready for action. In taking a finger off a key, 
he drew it gently inwards, only moving the end joint." . Grove 
says that this is, so far as it goes, an excellent description 
of the best harpsichord technique. It must be remembered that 
it '\tTas not until early nineteenth century that the position of 
the hand began to take its natural shape. Wolf in his 
"Unterricht Im Klavierspielentt (pub. 1789) shows further proof 
that the position of the hand was yet very awk1-1ard ,even in the 
last decade of the eighteenth century. He states that the 
• 
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n:rorehandu must hang lower than the elbow. (This is di:f'ficult 
to even imagine.) The fingers must be relaxed, the elbow must 
be close to the body and not swinging while hands are held out-
ward. (p 54) He also states that the thumb must be on the same 
level as the other fingers~but it must never hang. It should be 
as close to the fingers as possible.* 
It will be remembered that Czerny 1 Clementi, Hummel, Cramer1 
and indeed most of the other pianists of this era,state em-
phatically that the upper part of the hand, from the knuckles 
to the wrist, should present such a surface that a piece of money 
might be placed there. This is to prove that the fingers alone 
are engaging in the execution. (See ttstyllr:rtlie Approaoh-es,_,t.'• for 
source) The reason for tbis is to all9w the fingers to play a 
smooth legato absolutely independent of the pedal. 
All information given thus far has been extracted from 
Ger~an source. It appears that the French have written little 
on keyboard technique during this specific era. But the follow-
ing information, extracted from French source 1will aid in showing 
that the two schools are essentially alike 1in spite of their 
diffs~ences of instruments. 
"Methode ou Principe General Du Doigten by L. Adam and 
Lachnith appeared around 1860. This volume (The first edition 
can be found at the Boston Public Library) contains much useful 
information on hand position,as well as fingering. The following 
passage has been extracted from this volume. 
* \1olf, F. ,'l., Unterricht Im Klavierspielen. Halle, 1789, 
pp 53, 54, 57· 
••• 
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., 
MANIERE DE PLACER LES MAINS SUR 
LE CLAVIER. 
ttpour etre assis a hauteur convenable, il f'aut que 
/' l 1 avant-bras soit tant peu incline vera lea toucbers; que lea 
"" mains sur le clavier n 1 indiquent aucune gene,q~e le pouce 
./ 
soit un peu recourbe sur lui-meme; que lea autres doigts 
/ / 
soient ecartes de la largeur des touches, et aussi recourbes 
,;" ..... legerement sur elles; et que chaque doigt ait son mouvement 
' independant des autres, c•est-a-dire que lorsqu un doigt 
~ ~ 
se lave, lea autres ne se levant pas avec lui."* 
This passage shows that Adam and Lachnith---if' not the 
French in general-----desire the same finger independence as 
do the Germans. More usef'ul information on the position of' 
the thumb f'ollows. Adam says: 
"----il est essentiel pour maintenir lea autres doigts 
dans une position gracieuse, parce qu'il les tient toujours 
~ ' / A legerement recourbes af'in qu•il puisse pas8er tantot sous 
1 1 un ou sous l'autre comme sous une petite v'Oute--- 11 
When the thumb is free, he remarks: 
' 
"Quand le pouce n'aura rien a faire dans un passage, 
,... 
on ne doit jamais le laisser trainer ou pendre plus bas que 
lea toucher du clavier.* 
Two decades bef'ore, Wolf' wrote and stated just the 
opposite---that the thumb should hang lower than the keys when 
it is not in use. 
More inf'ormation on piano technique by Adam and 
Lachnith can be f'ound under ttstylist'ic A-pproache-s!!!:_.·: 
*Adam, L., Methode ou Principe General Du Doigte, Paris, 1806, 
P• 4. 
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V .ARIOUS STYLJST IC APPROACHES 
There seems to be a common tendency to underestimate the 
music and the styles of the classic era, as far as their 
individuality is concerned. Musicians before Beethoven were· 
just as intimate and personal in their expression, and wrote 
in just as much an individual style, as did the later romanticists. 
When we discover that "something" which is peculiar to the 
musician, and which others do not possess, no matter·when they 
lived, then we shall know his particular style. As already 
pointed out, we must know the spirit, the sentiment, the taste 
and the atmosphere of the epoch, in order to understand and 
to give a more accurate reflection of the composer. 
It seems that, from C .P .E. Bach to Chopin, the ideal was 
not force or velocity, but a perfect legato and a singing tone. 
C.P.E. Bach's "Versuch" declares that keyboard players should 
study good singing, whenever possible; that players should 
sing the pieces they study. He says of himself: 
u I have left dexterity to the knights of the keyboard, 
preferring to sing upon my instrument; music ought 
principally to move the heart, and in this no performer 
on the pianoforte will succeeddby merely thumping and 
drwmning, or by continual arpeggio playing. During the 
last few years, my endeavour has been to play the 
pianoforte, in spite of its deficiency in sustaining 
tone, as much as possible in a singing manner ----
this is by no means an easy task, if we desire not 
to disturb the noble simplicity of 
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the cantabile by too much noise. if-
It is clear that nothing can sing without a legato tone, 
and this legato depends on the ~ingers and very little on the 
pedal. Touch was of supreme importance, and a more individual 
matter than it is today. .'This is di~f'icult to understand. To 
the pianist, the chie~ di~f'iculty o~ the early keyboard in-
strument is the lack o~ pedal to achieve legato. 
I~ we inquire into the origin of this quiet cantabile, it 
will be ~ound to have originated f'rom the clavichord player. The 
harpsichord contributed little to piano technique or style 1 since 
its principle of tone production is foreign to the pianoforte. 
The clavichord and piano are akin in method; the di~~erence 
lying in the use of tangent and hammer. Hopkins considered that 
the corresponding change in playing was accredited at first to 
Czerny, who relinquished the touch of the eighteenth century, 
founded mainly on the individual use of the fingers with their 
sliding movement, for the percussive touch based on nequaliza-
tion o~ the fingers tt • 
It is said that Beethoven complained of his pupil Czerny 
for his want of nBindung", (sustaining power)1o1 Czerny, probably, 
was rejoicing in the newly acquired finger-freedom assisted by 
the labour-saving pedal; while Beethoven, trained on the 
"expressiven clavichord, had his compensation in the greatest 
per~ection he could bestow on phrasing, with, maybe, a purer 
and less hasty articulation. Czerny says in uThe Recollection 
of My Li~eu tbat Beethoven was very anxious that he should 
acquire a perfect legato. In fact, Beethoven wished to have his 
~t- Bach, C. P. E.; "Versuch Uber Die 'vahre Art Das Klavier zu 
Spiele~~ New York, 1949,P• 450 (Eng Trans.) 
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own music performed as legato as possible. He had said that 
the hand and keyboard must be one, and that the 11finger-<iance 
of staccatott {IIDie Unsitte des Fi.ngertanzes11 ) was a bad habit. 
From Beethoven's letters, we discover that he preferred 
Cramer's touch to all others; "the quietness, smoothness, the 
pliability of the movements of his hands and fingers; the 
unexceptional clearness and correctness of his execution, and 
the exquisite moderation of his style, rendered his performanoe 
unique; added to which he possessed an innate nobility of 
expression, and a rare suavity and euphony of delivery." 
All who had the good fortune to hear Cramer play, speak of 
his legato and adagio playing with rapture. They describe the 
finish and delicacy of his touch as something exquisite. He 
seems to have been a thorough master of his instrument. 
Edith J. Hipkins, in her book on Chopin, says that the 
clavichord touch was the most difficult to acquire. It was 
naturally transferred to the piano and doubtlessly formed the 
foundation of the exquisite legato possessed by Chopin and the 
earlier masters. Certain characterstics of it are mentioned 
by C.P.E. Bach' 11Abzug11 (the sliding finger for soft effects); 
"tragender Ton" (emphasized legato}; and "Bebung" (vibrato). 
Hipkins also states: 
fiField uses "Bebung11 in his nocturnes, and Chopin in his 
early Mazurkas, showing that the clavichord tradition 
then still existed. The sliding finger said by Jean 
Klaczynski to be used by Chopin was the true eighteenth 
century touch for the keyboards. It was this soft, 
sliding touch that slightly animated; though never 
• 
• 
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so much as to interfere with the most absolute 
correctness of executionn,.* 
and Edith Hipkins remarks further; 
nvve know ho'\'r Bach availed himself of equal tem-
permment for both clavichord and harpsichord, the 
establishment of a rational finger technique has_ 
shown the way to a legato style of performance, 
without which the clavichord could have no real in-
terest· or charm. To obtain the full vibration tone 
of this most int£mately expressive instrument, it 
was necessary that the player's finger and the key 
should be, for the time required, as it '\'Tare in-
dissolubly bound together, In point of fact, a good 
clavichord player may be said to feel the strings, 
so close is their connection with the fingers.u** 
The differences of styles between 11 Viennau school (that 
of Mozart) and the nEnglish11 school (that of Clementi) was in 
part caused by the difference in the make of the instruments 
employed. Now the Viennese action, because of its remarkably 
easy mechanism, was best suited to a more rapid style and to 
the execution of arpeggios. The English pianofortes were built 
more substantially. They were more sonorous; the hammer had 
a deeper fall and they were better adapted to larger forms of 
*Hipkins, E.J. How Chopin Played. London, 1937, pp:24-25 
** Ibid, p. 27 
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music and brilliant execution. 
Neither Cramer nor Clementi required great force; the 
hand is never raised to an excessive height or brought down 
upon the keys with any such power as was required in the sub-
sequent period of technique. The use of the sustaining pedal, 
too, was comparatively rare with them, and they and their con-
temporaries were fully conscious of the loss of clearnees caused 
by its excessive use. 
It will be shown that the pianoforte nt.ouchn in the latter 
half of the 18th century '\ias not regulated by means of 't"1eight 
(sg. weight of fingers, forearm, upper~arm, upper-torso, etc.) 
or by any extreme awkward articulation; but it was regulated 
rather by the pressure of the finger. Hummel says: 
uTo arrive at a correct and beautiful style of performance, 
it is requisite that the player should be perfectly master of 
his fingers, ----that is, that they should be capable of every 
possible gradati.::>n of touch. 
nThis can be effected only by the finest internal sensi-
bility in the fingers themselves, extending to their very tips, 
by which they are rendered capable of increasing their pressure 
on the keys, from the most delicate .contact to the utmost degree 
of pressure. 
n'When he has obtained their delicate feeling so far as to 
be able to produce these various gradations, this power will 
manifest itself, not only by its advantageous effects upon his 
ear, but by degrees it '\'fill also shed its influence on a true, 
beautiful and expressive style of performance. 11 i*' 
Hummel also emphasizes,as do the other masters of this 
*Hummel, J.N., Art of Playing thePianoforte, Vienna, c.l8ll,p.25 
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era1 that the 't-rrist should remain absolutely still. Eventhough; 
smooth legato, the fingers are not raised to not an excessive 
degree of height. In the adagio passages,requiring a singing 
style, tenderness, and repose, the notes must be much more 
sustained, more closely connected, and, ''as it were,rendered 
vocal, by a well-directed ure~sure.u 
At the end of a largo passage 't·Tritten by Hummel himself, 
thiS same point is to be emphasized again--none must endeavor 
to produce the desired effects, as circumstances may require, 
partly by pm·ter, pa:ttl;w by softness, that is, by a stronger or 
gentler pressure of the finger •. ;·~·(Hummelc) 
Otto Jabn,in his nLife of !·1ozart" 1 quotes information from 
letters and other various sources describing the style and 
technique of Mozart. 
"It is easy to estimate the claims made by Mozart upon 
the Clavier-player. The principl&m are simple and there is a 
tuneful deli very of the melody; clearness and precets±.dmn i-n the 
embellishments; skill and steadiness in the running passages 
and shakes. Technical difficulties such as passages in octaves, 
thirds or sixths, occur seldom or never at this period. 
u-----There can be no reason to doubt i"lhat has often been 
asserted and maintained with proof that Mozart was the greatest 
pianoforte player of his time. It is impossible to give an 
accurate account of r~ozart 1 s playing, but it will not be without 
interest to note such of its characteristic features are still 
within our grasp--
u ____ He had small, well-shaped hands, and moved them so 
gently and naturally over the keys, that the eyes of his 
hearers wer~ charmed no less than their ears. Like most piano-
forte players, his hands were used involuntarily to assume the 
• 
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position they would have had in playing. 
nit was vTOnderful that he could do so much 1d th them. 
·Particularly in left-hand stretches---great deal of his per-
fection must be ascribed to the admirable fingering, which 
according~ to his own ackno-vrledgement he o-vred to a diligent 
study of Bach 1 s works. n* 
Clementi never heard any one play so intellectually and 
gracefully as Mozart. Haydn also 1vrote that he n could never 
forget Mozart's playing because it came from the heart.n 
Clementi said many fine words of Mozart's playing, but 
Mozart's opinion of Clementi's playing was ouite the opposite. 
~1ozart said, ttclementi is a good player; and that is all one 
can say. He plays well as far as the execution of his right 
hand is concerned. His forte lies in passages of thirds. 
But he has not an atom of·taste or feeling, in fact, he is a 
mere mechanist. 11 ie-----this is Mozart's opinion. Amedee Mereaux 1 s 
words of Clementi's style of playing ~really quite the opp-
osite. He remarks "Le style de Clementi est elegant, brilliant, 
I" 
vif, leger, spirituel, plein de gou±, d'invention musicale et 
de science harmonique.----Son jeu etait la perfection du mec~­
anisms et de la diction instrumentals."*"~ The only thing on 
which Mozart and Mereaux agree is that Clementi was a good 
technician .. I 
I 
I 
I 
* IBID. p.200 
iHt- Mereaux, Amedee, Les Clavecinistes de 1637 a 1790, Paris, 
I 
186~ 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
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Dussek directs that the hands should lean rather towards the 
thumbs, so that the shorter third and fourth fingers 
may not be placed too much sideways. 
Hu.mmel says that they should lean rather to the putside, so 
as to give the thumb more liberty on the black keys 
when required. He also recommended the hands to be 
placed so that the thumb and little finger formed a 
line parallel to that of the keyboard, and stated 
that Mozart held his hands in this same way. 
Kalkbrenner, again, was an advocate of playing octaves or 
sixths with a loose wrist, while Moschelea kept the 
forearms and "Wrists quite still, in order to gain 
lightness and facility. 
All these authorities agree as to the general rule that 
the elbows should be slightly in advance of the body, and 
that,from the elbows to the second joint of the fingers, 
should be a level horizontal line. 
PART IV 
CONCLUSION 
• 
• 
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CONCLUSION 
From C.P.:S. Bach to· Beethoven, the approach to the key-
board seems to be extremely pedantic1but more exacting than 
the later romantic ap~roach. This early school has been great-
ly criticised for a stiff, severe,almost mechanical technique, 
But now1 understanding the background of the instruments and 
their constant changing of actions during this epoch, it can 
be readily realized what the musicians had to endure during 
this time of instability. 
Notice, for example, the great number of instruments with 
varied actions that appeared during this century. No wonder 
then,the musicians had to adopt a rigid orthodox approach 
't'lhich would consistently serve them to the utmost. Imagine 
the results if one were to use a rotatingwrist·_or a consid-
erable amount of weight on these feeble instruments. Of course, 
these approaches ""rere not to be developed for another century. 
BUt considering the music, the people, and the times, I 
cannot believe that the leaders of this school would in any 
way approve of some of the present approaches to the keyboard. 
1 All their work d t b dit t d th hl k d t seeme o e preme e. e , oroug y t'lor e .2.!:!_, 
and consistently the same, at every playing of a composition. 
Their idea of good tone was not something that was abstract, 
unexplainable or emotional, but was understood from an intell-
ectual vie'l.vpoint. This 1r1ay they "rere able to produce a des-
'v 
ired tdne.j am&l: not by mere chance • 
They realized this f?.ct ~ their instrument t'V"as a mech-
anical device so they approached it in just such a manner. 
--
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It might be said that the apnroach was based on a scientific_ 
law. If every tone was to sound equal, then the hand must be 
based on an equalization of articulation. Every finger was 
altvays the same distance from each notet and each finger ~-: 
pressed each note evenly. Now notice, that no less than every 
musicians view of this era recommends a legato playing practised 
first without pedal. ivolf, Marpurg, Bach, state that the pieces 
should be learned on a good Clavichord before taking it to the 
pianoforte. They realized the dangers of the pedal even at 
this early date. 
Even though it is supposed that this school of playing 
lacked freedom, (of tone and body),there is much to be learned 
from it. A much deeper insight into the piano can be learned 
from a thorough :knowledge of a few of these books touched upon 
in this research. Naturally1 the schools following did much 
improving to this problem of technique. They gradually de-
veloped different means of creating beautiful atmosphere on 
the instrument. But at times, I cannot help wondering lvhether 
the present day approach places a bit too much emphasis on 
ucreating atmospheren and far too little emphasis on basic 
problems of piano technique. This is a serious problem that 
should be considered. 
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APPENDIX 
Texture 
Dynamics 
Cresc.,Dim. 
Repeated 
Notes 
Form 
Style 
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APPENDIX 
FROM THURSTON DART* 
Harpsichord 
Fairly Constant 
Ham 308 
Terraced ("F .. and upn) 
in frequent changes 
None (Ham 303) 
Unslurred 
Binary, variation 
suite, (Ham 280,284) 
Classical, Severe, 
(ham 308) 
Very frequent 
Clavichord 
& 
Forte Piano 
Everchanging 
Carefully graded 
constant changes 
Ham 296 
Many (Ham 304) 
Slurred and 
dotted (ham 296) 
Sonata, Rondo 
(Ham 297) 
Romantic 
Sentimental 
(Ham 288) 
For the clavichord 
almost unkno'Wl;L; 
For the fortepiano 
fairly common 
(Ham 304) 
* Dart, Thurston, The Interpretation of Music, London, 1954, 
p. 73_,., 
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,t 
An engraving by F. C. Kruf.;Cr, Sons, Herlin, which appeared in All· 
gemeine Deutsche Bibliothek, Vol. 34, Berlin and Stettin, 1778 
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